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Before Dragon began to DJ, 
he was always interested in 
music. As a kid he took 
interest in playing the guitar. 
Years later, creating his own 
music sparked his interest. 
He started making beats on 
an iPad mini but didn't take 
it too seriously. As time flew 
by he noticed a good friend 
of his was starting to pursue 
rap and it motivated Dragon 
to take another step further 
into music. So he invested in 
a MacBook Pro and 
downloaded a cracked 
version of Logic Pro X and 
would take his MIDI and go 
into cafe’s and coffee shops 
to work on music. Later in 
the years he moved   

 

 

 

Mix Wid Us: Dragon’s set at Funtastic Plastic, a virtual fundraiser for the 
Micronesia Climate Change Alliance at Rockit Ride in Tamuning.  

  

into his own place and 
created a makeshift studio in 
his house where he taught 
himself to make beats, mix 
and record vocals. 

 

Fast forward years later, he 
was presented the opportunity 
to expand his music ventures 
by joining Mix Us Happy, a 
music seminar presented by 
AltrXego and led by DJ Eko 
as the teacher. In the past, 
Dragon was motivated, he 
spoke to other people in the 
industry and was told being a 
DJ works hand in hand with 
being a producer and he only 
wanted to expand. 

Dragon doesn’t claim a 
specific genre, but you are 
likely to catch him playing his 
favorite Hip-Hop or Trap 
songs. Many times, he will slip 
in some EDM in the middle 
of his sets. You can almost 
guarantee Dragon will mix 
music with Atlanta based 
artists like Young Thug or 
playing hyphy music from the 
bay seamlessly. Dragon is also 
no stranger to EDM. At his 
first performance at The 
Globe Night Club, he curated 
an EDM set that surely got the 
whole club dancing and 
jumping. Dragon's journey as a 
DJ is still at its beginning 
stages. Stay tuned and catch 
his next exciting 
performance🐉 

 

 

Dragon’s set at Floatopia 

 

Contact 
PRODBYDRAGON@GMAIL.COM 

 

Listen 

Music Instagram 
@SOFARNOGOODBEATS 

Follow 

@SOFARNOGOOOD 

 SoundCloud 
@sofarnogood 

 

 


